
HONG KONG: A spiked drink, a puff of dust,
missing memories, and an empty bank account.
Hong Kong’s entertainment district Wanchai has
been battered by a coronavirus-driven collapse
in tourism and as times get desperate, several
men have seen their night out turn into a night-
mare. It took days for Stuart to recall a crucial
memory. But after speaking with another victim,
it suddenly came flooding back.

A woman trying to spark a conversation out-
side a bar, and then a man approaching with a
determined look in his eye. “I thought he was
going to punch me but he just blew something in
my face,” he recalled. “I laughed. But that was it.
No memories after that.” It was a breakthrough
for Stuart who, like the other victims interviewed
for this piece, asked to use a pseudonym.

He had been trying to figure out why post-
match drinks with his cricket buddies in Wan-
chai, a popular hangout for white-collar foreign
workers, had turned into one big blackout fol-
lowing his encounter outside the bar. Hours were
missing alongside HK$80,000 ($10,300) —
taken in six separate transactions from nearby
ATMs. “It was a joint account with my missus
and we have a baby on the way,” the 36-year-
old Brit, who moved to Hong Kong 18 months
ago, told AFP. “Police said maybe I was just
drunk, but why would I empty that account? It
wouldn’t be worth my life doing that.”

Opportunistic crime 
WhatsApp groups used by Wanchai bar

owners and regulars have lit up in recent months

with similar stories. Most targets have no mem-
ory and awake to find accounts emptied by
scammers who have drugged their unwitting
victims — largely by tampering with their drinks
— to keep them pliable and obtain their pin
numbers. Victims have dubbed the scam “Devil’s
Breath” attacks — technically the nickname for
the powerful anti-nausea drug scopolamine but
in this case used more as a catch-all descriptor.
Spiked drinks have previously posed a small risk
in Hong Kong, a largely safe city, but the pan-
demic has exacerbated the issue.

“It’s become a huge problem,” one bar owner,
who declined to be named, told AFP, saying mul-
tiple regulars had become victims. “The police
are up and down here all night, checking our li-
censes, making sure we abide by pandemic re-
strictions. But this seems to be something they
just don’t, or won’t, tackle,” he added.

The jump in cases tracks with a general rise
in opportunistic crime as Hong Kong experi-
ences its worst recession in decades. Crime fig-
ures from last year showed a 26 percent increase
in robberies, a 237 percent jump in blackmail and
an 89 percent rise in deception. 

The latter two categories include phone and
online scams, which have filled local media in re-
cent months. Cybercrime was up 55 percent last
year. In a series of pandemic-themed reports
the Global Initiative Against Transnational Or-
ganized Crime detailed how the coronavirus has
transformed crime trends. Widespread lock-
downs and travel restrictions, for example, have
made break-ins and international drug smug-

gling harder but the pandemic has been a boon
for human trafficking, extortion, counterfeiting
and cybercrime. 

Police and bar owners in Hong Kong say the
vast majority of robberies are carried out by
teams of sex workers, an already vulnerable
group, sometimes with the help of male accom-
plices. “We’ve all struggled during the pandemic
and that includes the girls,” another Wanchai
bar owner said. “That doesn’t excuse the crime,

but it helps explain why.”
Three people interviewed by AFP, including

Stuart, reported the robberies but said it was
a struggle to get officers to treat them as vic-
tims. “When I reported it, the officer sighed
and said he already had some 90 case files on
his desk,” recalled James, a 41-year-old British
school teacher who had HK$64,000 lifted from
his account. “I was like ‘Well now you have 91
cases mate’.” — AFP
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Pandemic sparks surge in Hong Kong 
‘devil’s breath’ cash drugging

Crime figures from last year showed 26 percent increase in robberies

HONG KONG: This picture taken on June 9, 2021 shows a general view of bars and local businesses in
the popular entertainment district Wanchai in Hong Kong. —AFP

Diarrhoea kills 
four on Bangladesh 
Rohingya island
COX BAZAAR: Bangladesh officials said yesterday they have
contained a diarrhoea outbreak which has killed four Rohingya
refugees and infected 1,500 others on an island camp that has
alarmed rights groups and the UN.

Bangladesh has shifted 18,000 refugees to the low-lying
Bhashan Char from cramped settlements on the mainland. 

But many of those relocated say they were coerced, and that
health and other facilities on the silt island, in an area frequently
hit by deadly cyclones, are poor. 

Officials and Rohingya sources said the diarrhoea broke out
early this month after the first heavy monsoon rains. At least four
people have died over the last two weeks, two officials on the is-
land told AFP, including a 20-year woman and three children.

Rahat Tanvir Anwar, a doctor from the sole 20-bed clinic at the
island, said at least 1,550 people — nearly 10 percent of those on
the island — had been infected and some 600 needed hospital
treatment.

“The situation has improved. We have added 10 more beds in
the hospital to treat patients. Yesterday, there are only 14 diar-
rhoea patients in the hospital,” he told AFP.

A regional health chief said the outbreak was contained after

authorities quickly distributed 33,000 water purification tablets
and 35,000 doses of oral rehydration solution.

“We have also imparted quick health education to them so that
they don’t drink any water other than the one extracted from deep
tube wells,” said Masum Iftekhar, the local district health chief. 

One Rohingya man on the island, who declined to be named,
said that doctors only gave his three-year-old son saline solution,
and told him to take the boy home.

The doctor “told me to buy the medicine from a pharmacy. But
it takes money to buy medicine. Where can I get money? Later, I
went to a pharmacy. But there is no medicine there. My baby is
still sick,” he told AFP.

Saad Hammadi from Amnesty International blamed the “hur-
ried relocation of thousands of Rohingya refugees to the island
without letting rights and humanitarian groups carry out inde-
pendent assessment of the conditions on the island”.

The UN said earlier this month that although the island “has
some potential”, people on the island needed “access to mean-
ingful livelihood opportunities, skills development, education,
health and access to cash to facilitate their daily lives”. 

Bangladesh has rejected the allegations that Rohingya have
been relocated forcibly and says conditions on the island are much
better than on the mainland, where 850,000 refugees are
crammed into camps.  Authorities plan to eventually move
100,000 of them to Bhashan Char. 

Most of the Rohingya living in Bangladesh fled a brutal military
offensive in neighbouring Myanmar in 2017 that UN investigators
concluded was executed with “genocidal intent”. —AFP

Baby found in 
box floating 
on Ganges
NEW DELHI: Indian police said yesterday they have
launched an investigation after a newborn baby was
found alive and well in a wooden box floating on the
Ganges river.

The inside of the box was lined with red cloth and con-
tained images of Hindu gods as well as a horoscope giving
the date and time of the girl’s birth and name, Ganga —
the Hindi word for the holy river.

The child, thought to be around a month old, was re-
covered earlier this week in the northern state of Uttar
Pradesh by a man in a boat in bushes at the river’s edge.

“It is difficult to ascertain how long she had been float-
ing in the river. The boatman heard a sound coming from
the box and that’s how he found the baby,” local police of-
ficial O.P. Singh told AFP.

“The baby is fine and is currently receiving medical
attention. The government will take care of every-
thing,” Singh said. “We are trying to figure out where
she came from.” — AFP


